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	Tags are used in HTML5 to place and organize content at a level
	that is descriptive. This does not mean that the page will look
	good. Presentation of content on the page is controlled using
	Cascading Style Sheets Level 3, or CSS3, in HTML5.


	Using CSS3 to describe how your page should look, however,
	is not new. The technology was first introduced in 1997 and is
	now, in HTML5, in its third major release, named CSS3. The good
	news is that all CSS1 and CSS2 standards are fully supported by
	popular
	web browsers.


	For this book you will use CSS to format web pages. There are
	good reasons why you want to do this. The first, and most important,
	is that CSS is a tool that allows you to easily apply page
	styling techniques to a whole web site from a single, text-based
	document. This means you can quickly change the visual layout
	of a page, selection of pages, or the entire site.
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Designing Solutions With Com+ TechnologiesMicrosoft Press, 2000
If you were hoping the recent announcements about the Microsoft .NET  Framework would prevent you from having to learn the COM+ programming  development model, you will be disappointed.

COM+ has gone through many evolutions since the introduction of OLE  technology in the early releases of Microsoft Windows. The alphabet soup of OLE,...
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Network+ Study Guide, Deluxe EditionSybex, 2003
If you’re serious about getting your Network+ certification and advancing  your career in the field of networking, then here’s the book you need. This  Deluxe Edition of the best-selling Network+ Study Guide  provides:

	In-depth coverage of every exam objective  
	Practical information...
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Decision Science in Action: Theory and Applications of Modern Decision Analytic Optimisation (Asset Analytics)Springer, 2018

	
		This book provides essential insights into a range of newly developed numerical optimization techniques with a view to solving real-world problems. Many of these problems can be modeled as nonlinear optimization problems, but due to their complex nature, it is not always possible to solve them using conventional optimization theory....
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Quantum: The Quantum Theory of Particles, Fields and Cosmology (Theoretical and Mathematical Physics)Springer, 1997
This book gives a new insight into the interpretation of quantum mechanics (stochastic, integral paths, decoherence), a completely new treatment of angular momentum (graphical spin algebra) and an introduction to Fermion fields (Dirac equation) and Boson fields (e.m. and Higgs) as well as an introduction to QED (quantum electrodynamics),...
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Supercritical Water Processing Technologies for Environment, Energy and Nanomaterial ApplicationsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book systematically presents the technical aspects of supercritical water oxidation and supercritical water gasification for energy and environmental applications, which include reactor design, construction materials, corrosion, salt precipitation, etc. The book provides a comprehensive introduction to the properties of...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010: Creating and Implementing Real-World ProjectsMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		If you are reading Microsoft SharePoint 2010: Creating and Implementing Real-World
	
		Projects, it is likely that you are experienced with SharePoint but looking for ways to
	
		really get the most from the out-of-the-box tools. Let’s face it; the truth is that Share-
	
		Point is a large platform, with many different...
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